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About This Game

Hop on the Puzzle Train with us!

For thousands of years people have dreamed about traveling.

As a species we have achieved a lot - millions of railroad kilometers, endless highways and the fact that at any given moment
there are half a million people flying around in the sky. We are even on the verge of space-tourism. However, the most

important journey is still beyond our reach... Or is it?

The Ancient Greeks built the first railroads around the year 600 BCE.

In 1895 the Lumiere Brothers were the first to capture a train on a moving picture.

These are two amazing achievements but we need to evolve further.

In 2018, The House of Fables has combined virtual reality with a childhood dream. We created a video game which offers you
the chance to relive those innocent memories.

Virtual Reality gives us more than we realize. Time-travel isn’t a physical reality (as far as we know), but a ride down the
memory line is.
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We developed Trains VR as a bridge between the present and the past.
A childhood dream combined with the newest technology.

Hop on the locomotive and travel back to your past!

Don’t try to time-travel to your past. Bring it back with Trains VR!

Trains VR is a puzzle game that gives you the ultimate opportunity to find the best-fitting solution to railroad problems and
relive your childhood:

Challenge yourself with 40 levels of logical puzzles that have multiple solutions.

Dive into a fantasy world of locomotives, train stations and magical stars that you will have to collect.

Become a master builder and the fastest conductor of all!

Build, Ride, Fail, Repeat and solve puzzles!!
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Title: Trains VR
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
The House of Fables
Publisher:
The House of Fables
Release Date: 30 Aug, 2018
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Pretty much exactly as advertised. A simple click launches the yellow circle from one of the two squares, the goal being to touch
the green lines and not the red. Choose which square to launch from and time your shot. That's it.

It took me 45 minutes to unlock all of the achievements, then I let it idle to get the rest of the cards. Not sure what else I was
expecting, but it's honestly kinda boring. Pretty much the only challenge was getting to 50 points to get the achievements, and
after completing that, I have no desire to ever play it again. If it looks worth your dollar after watching the video, then you may
enjoy it. And this is where the steam ratings are kind of a failure because this works perfectly fine as a game for 99 cents.
Would I actually recommend it to any of my friends? No. But the video is right there. You know what you're buying if you
decide to get it, so anyone that sees entertainment there, sure, I give it a thumbs up.. Ez speedrun :). A simple game and the
achivements are really simple. They may take a little bit of time to 100%, but you just need to solve alot of puzzels.

And you can import your own images, so I did a simple white background and put numbers (1-24) so I could just simply order
them in the correct order quicker (on 24 bit puzzle).

I would recommend the game for people that just want more achievements or a really simple time waster.. This game is good in
its own way, but if you have to compare it to other hell-bullet games, its not really that special.

I will rather play Astebreed again, it was fun and pretty.. Campaign Clicker is a free to play game. It worked on Win 10, looked
ok, sounded ok, played ok. Game was capitalizing on the 2016 presidential election. The graphics are Low resolution artwork
and pixcelated sprites. Cross-platform game with PC, Android and IOS apps.

 CONS:
- There is an online leaderboard, there is game boosters that you can buy with real money to improve your stats, So this makes
the game Pay to Win.
 - It has a 24 hour campaign period, then it starts over, so this will urk some people.

PROS:
- Has Steam Achievements.

Try it, if you like politics and clicker games, but it might be abandoned by Devs.

For more info:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jyyA2GD9qWY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H91i_WfvBYg

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l86rSOQgiBA

http://apptrigger.com/2016/05/17/win-election-2016-campaign-clicker/. If I were to describe this game, it would be the
lovechild of Audiosurf and Geometry dash (although I don't own Audiosurf, I've seen gameplay videos of it). I got a coupon for
this game and thought I'd try it to see how it was.

It's not often a rhythm game feels as high-intensity as this does. With a spectacular Drum & Bass soundtrack (that's free dlc as
of writing this review) and three buttons to control the main gameplay, this game's easy to pick up and enjoy.
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The gameplay strongly caters to moving and firing your 'ship' to the rhythm of the song; it's not very apparent in earlier levels, but
after level 2, the fact that the levels are based off the rhythm are what make the otherwise impossible levels a playable, enjoyable
challenge. One thing to note is that the game gets pretty hard pretty fast; then again, there are only 5 levels, so each level counts for
20% of progress. Of course the first 40% of the game would be easy; at level 4, naturally one would expect a game to become very
difficult towards the end of the game. One thing I enjoyed about the game is that during each level, it's easy to ask "How can it get
any harder than this?", only for your mind to be obliterated into tiny little bits when you reach the next level, especially after
clearing level 4; I personally believe Stage 5 is preparing me for Dark Souls. To get a feel for just how hard the game gets, I looked
at the global achievement stats; 7.3% of players have cleared level 4, and 2.9% of players have clared level 5 (as of writing this
review).

As stated before, there are 5 levels, and 5 achievements; one achievement for clearing each level. And like Geometry dash, there's a
practice mode (complete with checkpoints) so you can practice different sections of each stage to your hearts content before
attempting to clear the level in one go.

I paid just shy of $2 with a coupon, and as of right now I feel every penny was worth it. If you like rhythm-based fast-paced
gameplay that's easy to pick up yet challenging, look no further than Cosmophony.. Campaign Clicker stopped responding
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Idk why achievement of this game it doesn't count at all. But, this game still fun to be played.. Sucks Alot Of♥♥♥♥♥♥!. This
game has a heap of charm on the content side - great art style, decent music etc. As other people have pointed out though, the
combat system lets it down. The biggest problem for me was the animation lock on the standard melee attacks is just way too
long. This means you're glued to the spot for a good deal of time while your attacks execute. As a result, melee combat largely
revolves around running a safe distance from a group of enemies, turning around, setting up camp and just spamming attack
repeatedly until they all walk into it and die. The weird thing though is you can move around while shooting your bow.
\u00af\\_(\u30c4)_\/\u00af Should be the other way around, right?

I also had this weird thing when using a 360 controller where I'd let go of the thumbstick and my character would end up facing
the opposite direction. My suspicion is that this is because there is no "dead zone" around the neutral stick position, so the tiniest
micro-movement will register as an input. When you're moving along and let go of the stick, a tiny input registers on the other
side as the stick bounces back to neutral, flipping your character around. That's my theory anyway. Regardless, holy balls.
Frustrating. My suggestion: play it with keys.

Anyway, if like me you're attracted by the art style and want to give it a go, pick it up when it's significantly discounted.
Otherwise you're probably going to have a bad time.. dont buy !!!!!!! sucks in every piont of vieuw !!!!!!. Fast, easy and not
complicated whatsoever!. Putt-Putt Goes to the Moon is a moving edutainment experience about a cheerful car's deteriorating
mental state.
In the opening of our story, Putt-Putt goes to a fireworks factory. His stupid pet tampers with the explosives too much and burns
the entire facility to a crisp. Putt-Putt's mind, innocent and glee, rewrites the story after being put into a coma. In his version,
Pep instead pushes a button that sends Putt-Putt to outer space on a rocket. His dreams continue to become more and more
enchanting and vivid as his grasp on reality slowly loosens, like the bath sequence in What Remains of Edith Finch.
The car doctors are able to pull him out of his eternal slumber, but the scars of the traumatizing experience continue to roam his
concious daily. Putt-Putt still claims to have experienced the event, and tries to prove it with the figment of his imagination,
Rover.
Putt-Putt Goes to the Moon is a boastworthy achievement of not only video gaming, but art as a whole. Its ability to make you
feel pity, hopelessness and even make you look at your idea of what is real and what is a lie you have told yourself earns it a
10/10.
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